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Internatio

Emerging and evolving systems are integrating intelligent
attributes to enable the thrust towards making technology
adaptive and functional as an aid to improve existing designs.
IJISDC, an international peer-reviewed journal, promotes
discussion on the design and implementation of intelligent
systems related to emerging areas of communication,
computer vision, human-computer interaction, soft
computing and related issues. The journal offers an applied
approach driven by innovation, to facilitate intelligent design
and implementation.
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reports, case studies and book reviews. Special issues devoted
to important topics in related design and technology areas will occasionally
be published.
Topics covered include:
• Intelligent systems design
• Composite systems design in
communication and computing
• Soft-computational applications in
communication and upcoming networks
• Computer vision, AI applications
• Computational geometry
• Signal/image processing
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Image matching, medical imaging
Pattern/face recognition
Architecture, languages
Parallel computer vision
Cognition
Robotics, multi-sensor data fusion
All areas of communication
All areas of intelligent computing
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